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JOB DESCRIPTION 
 

E-Commerce Content Developer 
Job Title 

 
  

  
  

Job Summary: 
Entry level E-Commerce position.  Proactively enhance and maintain Talley’s e-Commerce website; this includes 
ongoing updates, site optimizations to improve search engine, online navigation, landing pages and functionality.  
Responsible for all backend maintenance including gathering product information such as: images, and spec 
sheets, setting products to deploy online, create features to drive traffic to site while improving the online 

shopping experience. 
  
  
 
Essential Job Functions: 
 

1. E-commerce (but not limited to) 

 Assist in establishing and managing product management and web development processes and 
standards 

 Define, prioritize, and manage ecommerce roadmaps, capabilities, and enhancements 

 Utilize analytics, customer research, and competitive analysis to improve the customer 
experience, increase conversion rates, and grow revenue 

 Ability to determine time frame, timelines, procedures for accomplishing project, requirements, 
and allotment of available resources to various phases of the project. 

 Maintain the database as current as possible with new description and additions and removing of 
products 

 Continuously update site with product images, weights, categories, product specs, PDF spec  
sheet (Talleyized) related products and accessories 

 Run monthly reports to add “stocking” products to site 

 Run daily shipping report and adjust products weights to rectify online estimates of over $20 

 Responsible for organically increasing the sites SEO 

 Collect and make available information to manage the product inventory  

 Modifying reports and data for specific customers by working with sales staff 

 Liaison between contracted company (Precision Solutions) and Talley staff for implementation of 
new site functionalities. This included budget control on out sourced approved projects. 

 Assist with internal and external training when necessary 

 Manage the iChat capability on the site when necessary 

 Manage vendor relationships and activities as required in support of the above activities 

Knowledge, Skill and Experience Required: 

1. Minimum of two years experience working with an e-commerce site  
2. Understanding of order management/customer fulfillment in an e-commerce context 
3. Understanding of Google products such as webmaster tools and analytics is required 
4. Data management – skills in management, importing & exporting data  
5. Excellent communication skills – both verbal and written  
6. Ability to manage internal/external customer expectations 
7. Excellent organizational and multi-tasking skills 
8. Understanding of basic web technologies (FTP, browsers, basic HTML, data files) 

 


